Civilian and military variants of the Hoverwing HW20 are planned: the ferry version can carry 20 passengers, the military version 12 fully equipped troops

efficient freight and passenger handling with the
craft compatible, in the cargo variant, with standard
aviation freight containers.
The originators of the FS8 WIG design, joint
German companies Fischer Flugmechanik and AFD
Airfoil Development GmbH, have recently
announced proposals to produce a new craft that
combines pure WIG technology and a mechanically
generated air cushion. The craft is the Hoverwing
HW2CF, which is a sea-skimming WIG-effect
machine with a loaded cruising speed of 90 knots.
The design utilises a simple system of retractable
flexible skirts to retain an air cushion between the
catamaran sponsons of the main hull configuration
(Speefcat Sea, June 1998). The mechanicallygenerated air cushion is only used during take off.
This enables the craft to accelerate with the
minimum of power before making a seamless
transition to true ground-effect mode.
The company is working closely with
Germanischer Lloyd with regard to classification for
the craft; a relationship that is well proven with
previous Fischer Flugmechanik/AFD WIG prototypes.
As with the FS8, the Hoverwing HW20 is not capable
of free flight and will be classified as a marine vessel.

Both civilian and military variants are planned,
with the civilian version offering a 2.4-tonne
payload capability which can be configured as a 20seat passenger ferry, or for a mixed passenger/freight
role, or as a workboat. The military version will be
capable of carrying 12 fully equipped troops. The
craft can also be fitted with a variety of weapons.
Paramilitary applications can include anti-drug
running, anti-piracy, search and rescue, and special
operations. The performance profile of the
Hoverwing HW20 creates new possibilities for the
paramilitary operator in offering both the utility of
some fixed wing and rotary aircraft but at
significantly lower cost, while the operational speed
of the craft will afford the genuine capability to
intercept almost all other marine vessels.
The commercial variant Hoverwing HW20 is
being targeted at short-range applications such as
inter-island routes, coastal or delta transport where
the sea state is favourable. Geographically, the
company includes markets in the Caribbean, the
Mediterranean and East Asia.
Because the craft is not in contact with the
water surface during normal flight, passengers will
not experience seasickness. Similarly, there is a

positive environmental impact due to the lack of
wash and the craft's inherent fuel efficiency.
Graham Taylor of Hypercraft Associates, UK-based
representing consultants for Fischer
Flugmechanik/AFD, says that: "The HW20 WIG
offers a high-speed short-range transport solution
that combines simplicity, comfort and economy," and
reports that the design is attracting the interest of
civilian and military sectors.
The work of Fischer Flugmechanik /AFD was
originated by Dr Alexander Lippisch in the USA
during the 1960s, and later in Germany. The design
of the Fischer Flugmechanik/AFD Hoverwing HW20
is characterised by the Lippisch reverse delta wing
configuration. Fundamental to the design concept of
the HW20 was the need to retain simplicity
throughout, which will translate into low capital
and operating costs. Constructed from composite
materials, the HW20 has an overall length of
22.44m, with a beam of 17.34m - or 6.3m with the
wings folded. Installed power will generate 340kW
(465hp) to afford a cruising speed of 90 knots and a
range of 500km. Maximum wave height for take-off
is 0.75m and the maximum wave height for inflight operation is 2.5m. S@S
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